Product
TG Maintainer is used to buff floors to a high shine leaving a
slip resistant finish. A dull looking floor will be brought back to
its peak. It will also help protect floor polish, building a sacrificial surface. Regular use will produce a deep lustre. Even with
damp mopping only, floors will look better.
Where a shine is required and there is no buffing machine
available Micare 28-18 Mopgloss is the answer.
Surfaces
Vinyl, linoleum, rubber, terrazzo, Sealed wood & cork, (laminate see
warning) and many other floor surfaces. If in doubt seek technical advice.

Warning
Not suitable for unsealed wood. If any chemical and water ingress to laminate substrate i.e. MDF
or chipboard, damage can be caused. This generally happens when water is allowed to soak in
when the joints are not sealed.

How to use
REGULAR CLEANING:
Can be used with mop & bucket, dilute as below and replace soiled water regularly . For
spray cleaning & buffing, add diluted solution to the tank or mix in a trigger bottle. Spray a
small amount of fine mist in front of the machine and buff dry with the correct floor pad.
When using a tank allow a very small amount of water on to the floor and buff dry.

Dilution Rates

Basic pad selection

(Product : Water)

Blue

Spray cleaning

Red

Spray clean / buff

Tan

Buffing

Estimated area - mopping for 5Lts of diluted product

White

Buffing very soft

2500 Sq m

Machine swirl marks can be seen in some circumstances. A softer pad will eliminate these marks.

Damp Mopping

Spray buffing

1:40

Burnishing

1:40

1:40

1:40

400rpm

For very high and ultra speed machines see pad
selector chart or seek technical advice

Packaging
Order Code 28-19 4 x 5Lts

Environmental Information
All surfactants contained in Micare Products meet the requirements of the EU Detergent Directive 2005 – 2004/648/EC. This
requires all surfactants to break down both quickly and completely into harmless material such as CO2 and water.

Technical Information
Composition

Polymer enhanced blend of
cleaners for the maintenance of
floors treated with emulsion
floor polish

Density

1.013

Appearance

Translucent opaque liquid

pH

8.4

Colour

Pink

Fragrance

Froral bouquet

Viscosity

<10 cps

Stability

Two years minimum in
unopened containers at
ambient temperature

Storage

Protect from freezing

Flash Point

>100°C

For Professional Use Only. No liability is accepted for loss or damage arising from the use of this product.
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